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 Timeless design traditional bedroom made of birch veneers and poplar solids 
with cast resin ornamentation  

 Rich medium brown cherry finish with small amount of golden tipping 

 Canopy bed features a cream colored sheer drape cover 

 Drawers are dovetailed with fully finished interiors and full extension ball 
bearing side guides 

 Antique brass color ring pull hardware 

 Beds available:  King Canopy Bed (50/72/99) 
Queen Canopy Bed (50/71/98) 

 

 

 

 

 

 Vintage casual group in a hand-rubbed transparent black glazed finish 

 Made with select birch veneers and hardwood solids 

 Serpentine shaped case fronts have profiled door and drawer frames 

 Two headboard options – wood or upholstered panels covered in a textured 
gray fabric with vintage pewter color nail heads 

 Drawers feature side mounted ball bearing guide system 

 Solid metal knobs have hammer-toned texture and are finished in an aged 
nickel patina 

 Beds available: King Upholstered Panel Bed (56/78/97) 
Queen Panel Bed (54/57/96) 
Queen Upholstered Panel Bed (54/77/96) 

 

 

 

 

 

 Romantic Old World styling on a grand scale 

 Features select Mahogany veneers and hardwood solids in a dark brown 
finish  with case tops in an Acacia veneer 

 Rounded frame cases feature heavy moldings, thick profiled drawer fronts, 
paneled sides, and cut-out bases 

 Drawer boxes are color finished with English/English dovetailing and side 
mount ball bearing side guides 

 Dresser features media friendly drop down drawer front 

 Media chest is compatible with W100-01 LED fireplace insert 

 Beds available:  Queen Panel Bed (54/57/96) 
 

 

 

 

 Contemporary bedroom  made with Okoume veneers and rubber wood solids 

 Dark brown cherry finish with slight warm gray undertones 

 Designed with arched headboard and mirror as well as low platform look bed 

 Overlay picture frame moldings on drawer fronts with a stylish contemporary 
bar pull in a brushed nickel color finish 

 Vinyl wrapped drawer boxes with metal center guides 

 Beds available: King Bed (82/97) 
Queen Bed (81/96) 


